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Site Structure 
The new Everything2 design is set up to go 100%, i.e. stretch or shrink depending on 
browser size, as the current design does. As such, whenever one shrinks the browser 
window the sizes of most tables, div layers, etc. change to accommodate.  
 
Most pages are structured in a 3-column format, except the homenode page. The columns, 
to facilitate the full-window design, are set up in percentage sizes as opposed to pixel.  
 

 
Fig. 1.1 – The main content area of the new design for the home page is divided into three columns, each with a 
different percentage. 
 
The 20%, 63%, and 17% structure of the homepage is not indicative of the structure of the 
other pages. The node page is set up differently to allow for a much wider middle column. 
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Fig. 1.2 – The writeup page is set up at different percentages 
 

Link System 
 
There are a series of link systems employed in this new E2 design, each with a different 
name and purpose for consistency’s sake. 
 

Alpha Links 
The Alpha – or default – link style is the most commonly-used, used for any link that 
appears in the main content area as well as other areas.  
 
The Alpha Link style is color: #00355c; text-decoration: underline; for a:link and a:visited 
and #000000; text-decoration: none; for a:hover. 
 
The following figure illustrates examples of where this primary link style is used. 
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Beta Links 

Primary 
The Primary Beta links are initially a brown color, #5c534d, and underlined, and should be 
preceded by a “»” symbol. When hovered over, the links should lose the underline and turn 
black - #000000. These links can vary in font size and weight. The following figure shows 
an example of primary Beta links at work. 
 

 
Fig. 2.2 Primary Beta links at the top of the home page 
 

Secondary 
Secondary Beta links do not have the “»” symbol and can vary in font size and weight. 
 

 
Fig. 2.3 Secondary Beta links in the login area 
 

Feature Links 
Feature Links are a special style and really only used for three links on the site: the Day 
Log, the Editor Log, and the Root Log. You can see two of them in the above figure. They 
are basically default font size – 12px – and white (#ffffff) and bolded. The only difference in 
the hover is that the underline disappears. 
 
All link definitions are in the “A Team” section in the style sheet. 
 

Colors 

Color Scheme 
There are three main, different shades of blue and a complementing brown color in the 
initial color scheme for the website:  
 
Blue1 #00355c 
Blue 2 #dad6d4 
Blue 3 # ccc8c6 
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Brown #5c534d 
 

Color Customization 
But the beauty of this design is that the colors can be customized easily with no effect on 
the basic look and structure of the website, which I believe was the point of the Zen Theme. 
This customization is due to most visual elements – like the City Scene in the header or 
even the gradients – being div layers, not images, and the few images that do exist are fully 
transparent PNGs (with a hack/fix to accommodate Internet Explorer 6). The figure below 
illustrates you can change the background color of the div layer in the background of the 
header to give it more of a daybreak or sunset feel. 
 

 
 
The style that was changed here was “.bgcolor_top” 
 

Design Zones 
The color of almost any border or background color can be changed; this is up to the E2 
programmer/developers’ discretion. But here are my recommendations, organized by 
“zones.” 
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Fig. 4.1 – The different zones illustrated on the home page 
 

Zone 1 
In Zone 1, as already mentioned, “.bgcolor_top” is a style I highly recommend on making 
customizable. Users will like being able to set their own atmosphere based on their 
personality, mood, or just about anything. 
 
And, if possible, they could change the color of the “buildings” in the cityscape, too. Those 
are in a group of styles in the style sheet. They are IDs, #bldg01, #bldg02, etc. It is 
probably more practical to have them changeable as a group as opposed to one-by-one 
(which could look interesting), but, again, this is up to the programmers’ discretion.  
 
I don’t recommend being able to change the window colors. Now that would just be getting 
too crazy. 
 
The grey-blue color of the rectangle in front of the buildings, behind the logo, is a universal 
color, Blue2, and I recommend setting that to be globally changed to make it easier to the 
user to change the color scheme, as opposed to changing the color element-by-element. I 
recommend using a javascript of some time (or whatever coding that would be normally 
used) to change all instances of that color.  
 
It is not necessary to change the color of the login area because whatever color that is will 
be based on the Blue2 in that zone because that is resting on a div layer with a white 
background color set at a reduced opacity. 
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Because the user might want to set Blue1 here to a light color, the Feature Links style 
should be customizable as well.  
 

Zone 2 
Here the instances of Blue1 should all be changed, again, for the purpose of making the 
overall color scheme more easily changed. (Given the unique cityscape position of Blue1 in 
Zone1 I don’t think the same rule should apply there.) Blue2, if it is changed anywhere, 
should be changed to the same color here. Also, if the default link color(s) are changed, 
they should apply here and globally.  
 
.header03 (the white, bold header) should also be customizable in case the user wants to 
change Blue1 here to a light color. 

Zone 3 
Blue3 should be able to be changed here along with the Blue1. In the case of the Cool 
Picks, this is the only instance of Brown that’s not a border or link style. This can also be 
changed, although I recommend Brown be changed globally like Blue1 or Blue2. Again, to 
make changing the overall color scheme more easily manageable. The “C!” behind “Cool 
User Picks” is not an image and can be changed as well (.cool1 div style, text color using 
Blue2.) 
 
On a node or writeup page there is a fourth Blue color in this zone, Blue4 (#edebea), 
utilized for the background color of Linked Writeups. This should also have the ability to be 
customized.  
 

Main Text Color(s) 
Of course, the user should also have the ability to play around with the main text color, 
change it from black (#000000). This is set in the redefinition of the div and td tags, second 
item at the top of the style sheet. 


